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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 
eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the 
post of  LOWER DIVISION CLERK/VILLAGE ASSISTANT (Special Recruitment from Differently Abled 
Candidates  for  filling  the  backlog  vacancies  belonging  to   Locomotor  Disability/Cerebral  Palsy, 
Hearing  Impairment  and  Low Vision)  -  Kozhikode   (Category  No.  413/2016 )  in  LAND REVENUE 
DEPARTMENT on `19000-43600 on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 06/05/2017.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.  The candidates whose numbers are included in 
probability list are directed to be present for verification of original documents as per schedule published in due 
course. 

:12/2018/DOD                                                                                                                                    Kozhikode

:

1. Low Vision

167265 DA-B 187353 DA-B 188290 DA-B 188598 DA-B 188759 DA-B

188789 DA-B 189090 DA-B 189162 DA-B 189171 DA-B 197744 DA-B

2. Hearing Impairment

187370 DA-D 188639 DA-D 188748 DA-D

202257 DA-D

188849 DA-D 189140 DA-D

189145 DA-D 189211 DA-D 201656 DA-D 203313 DA-D

3. Locomotor Disability / Cerebral Palsy

100368 DA-O 188545 DA-O 188873 DA-O 189094 DA-O

189207 DA-O 189215 DA-O 189241 DA-O 189255 DA-O

187853 DA-O

205009 DA-O



2 LOWER DIVISION CLERK/VILLAGE ASSISTANT (SR FOR DA)
  Kozhikode 

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of 
application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does not confer any right on 
the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of eligible and qualified candidates who have 
secured top marks in the OMR Test + weightage mark.

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured the following marks and above are included in the Probability List.
Low Vision-47.56, Hearing Impairment-40.80, Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy-60.70 (OMR 
Marks + weightage  mark).

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the Probability List should upload the scanned images of original documents in 
their profile and present and produce in person the original documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of 
certificate verification of candidates included in this probability list will be intimated in due course.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts 
can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List 
to be published for the post. 

Note  :-  (6)   Candidates  included  in  this  Probability  List  should  produce  and  upload  Medical  Certificate  for 
Differently Abled, in the prescribed format at the time of verification. 

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 06/05/2017 will be issued to those candidates who, 
apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose Register 
Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER II(3)4214/17/EW-11 Dated 04.06.2018

District Office, Kozhikode,

                       SASEENDRAN T
              DISTRICT OFFICER
KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
          DISTRICT OFFICE, KOZHIKODE




